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In today’s Hollywood, ‘cheerleader stories’ are their own successful sub category,
with Netflix’s Cheer doc, Poms giving Diane Keaton, Pam Grier and Jacki Weaver a
chance to show they can still shake their thing, and no teen drama on TV complete
without an arc about joining the squad. They might emphasise the athletic
ambitions of the cheerleaders, or twist their sex symbol status on its head, like in
Jennifer’s Body, but these works show there’s a more considered gaze to give this
world than the leering looks of high school jocks. 

Twenty years ago, Peyton Reed and co. helped solidify this genre in the closing glory
days of another: the 90s teen film. Kirsten Dunst, Gabrielle Union, Eliza Dushku and
more bring their all in Bring It On and we wanted to give this gem a big anniversary
bash as a result. It’s delightful, it’s funny, it’s rewatchable and unlike many of the
teen comedies of the day, fun as they are, it genuinely has something to say. When
Dunst’s Torrance Shipman becomes the new captain of the preppy Rancho Carne
Toros cheerleading squad, she soon
finds out the secret to their success has been stealing routines from a lower income
East Compton School and their talented but overlooked squad the Clovers.
Torrance’s journey is in realising she isn’t the underdog, and the film is smart and
still relevant both in recognising this routine-stealing as cultural appropriation, and
that patronising or hand-wringing apologies don’t cut it in the face of that kind of
injustice. 

Instead, the Toros and Clovers develop an understanding through competitive spirit,
game recognising game in a dogged but respectful level playing field. Its depiction of
earnest enthusiasm for its niche and the forging of deep friendships in a fierce
environment still influence Hollywood today, even where you don’t easily see it:
Magic Mike and Pitch Perfect both came out in 2012, the exact time the target
audience for Bring It On would have gone through school and started college.
Coincidence? We think not! The film is a true ‘inspiration leader’ if you will, and we
hope you enjoy us cheering it on!

We’re sexy, we’re cute, we’re Pretty
Deadly too!

We’re giving to you, a rockin’ issue
two!
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Weaponised teenage
girlhood: the Kirsten
Dunst oeuvre

- Grace Duffy

Kirsten Dunst was the coolest person in the world in the 90s. Just trust me on this one - I
don’t make the rules, I just report them.

Kirsten was flawless. She was smart, passionate, fearless, headstrong. Her characters
represented a teenage girlhood that I recognised and aspired to emulate. I remember
hearing other girls, older than me, talk about people like Molly Ringwald and Winona
Ryder as these iconic incarnations of what cool looked like for girls and young women in a
given era. As the 90s faded into the 00s, that person for me was Kirsten Dunst, and her run of
films around the turn of the century were some of the most formative of my younger years.

The subject of this month’s PDF, Bring It On (2000) is perhaps the culmination of these. As
Torrance Shipman, captain of the Rancho Carne Toros cheer squad, Kirsten is peppy and
perky but that perkiness masks determination, diligence, and a strong sense of principle.
This comes to the fore in her interactions with Isis (Gabrielle Union), captain of the East
Compton Clovers. The Clovers are an inner-city team whose athletes are largely POC. There is
an obvious racial subtext to their exchanges with the Toros, a predominantly white and
wealthy squad whose previous captain stole their choreography. The Clovers are a talented
squad whose lack of resources has prevented them from challenging the Toros at national
level for years. There is a strong allegory in this for the theft and repackaging of the
creativity of POC by white performers, and while Bring It On never quite addresses this
explicitly, its depiction of the relationship between Torrance and Isis is a compelling study in
allyship.

Torrance is horrified when she discovers her predecessor’s actions, but her very first words
to Isis and her squad are “you guys are awesome”. This is maybe the bare minimum a white
girl of privilege could do in the circumstances, but it is notable that Torrance isn’t depicted
as defensive or dismissive. She can be misguided - a triumphant offer of sponsorship for the
Clovers to attend national finals smacks of white guilt and is immediately rebuffed. But
through it, Torrance learns from Isis that the way to show respect is to take the Clovers
seriously. To train harder than ever and bring the Toros’ A-game to nationals, making a
genuine effort to learn from them and attempt to match their skill and ingenuity. As Isis
says, that way, when the Clovers win (which they do), they’ll know it’s cos they’re better.
Bring It On is a fun and breezy movie about cheerleading but it has a steeliness that belies its
frothy reputation. It portrays two teenage girls who, rather than dwelling in the pettiness or
underhanded behaviour that blights many a teen movie, act with maturity and conviction.
They find solidarity in their shared positions of authority and learn from one another’s
experiences, modelling this leadership for their squads.
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 Strike! is another movie strongly rooted in female friendship and solidarity, but it is
unapologetically apoplectic about the idea that girls should play nice (“no more little white
gloves!” is a rallying cry). It has a place for those girls who do want to merge with the boys’
school, but ultimately its story is about the importance of choice and representation. The girls
rebel because they want a vote in the merger decision, and when they’re dismissed by the
Board, they occupy school buildings, hang banners, and call the media to get it. This movie
literally features a cavalry charge, people, I cannot stress enough how important it is to get it
in your life as soon as possible. Once you’ve absorbed its brilliance, you’ll need a stiff drink and
a long lie down to deal with the irony of a film about teenage girls finding a loud and angry
voice against male oppression being buried by Harvey fucking Weinstein.

The power of a voice, and the devastating consequences of not
having one, is the thematic heart of The Virgin Suicides (1999).
Kirsten’s first collaboration with frequent collaborator and
then-debut director Sofia Coppola is the most pointed of their
recurring studies of the weaponisation of teenage girlhood from
within and without (see also: Marie Antoinette). The Lisbon
sisters (of whom Lux, played by Kirsten, is the most vocal) are
the focal point of the film but they are illusory presences
throughout, seen largely from afar through door frames and
windows. The girls are always remembered by someone else - by
a group of infatuated teenage boys, now grown, narrating the
film. 

Strength in unity is a key facet of a movie
Kirsten made just two years before Bring
It On. Strike!, which depending
on your territory may also be known as All
I Wanna Do or The Hairy Bird, depicts female
students in 1960s New England staging an
insurrection to prevent their all-girl boarding
school going co-ed with an all-boy academy. 

It’s a movie that’s deliciously ahead of its time and ever relevant today. As Verena von Stefan,
the supremely self-assured rebel whose master plan to sabotage the merger spirals into an all-
out rebellion, Kirsten is the personification of proto-feminist cool. In one of the most
memorable monologues in cinematic history (fight me, you cowards), she rages about girls
having to spend hours preening themselves to look acceptable for the boys, being too
exhausted to study as a result, and then being ignored by both teachers and colleges who
only care about male achievement.

By old boyfriends, lamenting what could have been. By members of the community, frowning
over the unseemly nature of suicide and how it makes tangible the darkness lurking behind
doors of affluence. The narrative is set and weaponised by observation, not listening and
engagement. It presents teenage girls as unknowable mysteries, as objects of desire, as
beautiful martyrs - but never as knowing participants in their own lives. In choosing to end
those lives, the Lisbon sisters take control in the only way they can.
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Amber lives in an actual trailer park, not a gigantic house masquerading as being on the
wrong side of the tracks. Her completely earnest attitude to everyone around her is an
endearing foil for the movie’s savage take on rural townsfolk and their wealthy elites. Despite
mounting evidence of tampering and the odd outright murder, Amber genuinely believes she
can win the Mount Rose American Teen Princess pageant. Despite her losing to the daughter
of the pageant organiser, her belief reflects the wholesomeness at the heart of this film. It
suggests that by believing in yourself, you can triumph against the vested interests of our
contorted society, even if it’s in ways you may not expect. The pageant victor blows up on her
victory parade, a consequence of her father importing sub-par parts for the float. Amber takes
the crown, but the national pageant is cancelled when the organisers are indicted for tax
evasion. In the end however, she still lands her dream job - after stepping in for a news
reporter, who gets shot during a demented shooting spree embarked upon by the dead
victor’s mother. It’s grimly hilarious, but there is a message here. There is value in optimism,
even in ugly places. I’m not sure if it’s because I grew up working class and/or in a deeply
depressing small town, but I needed this.

These movies combine with Drop Dead Gorgeous
(1999), a magnificently black comedy that
captures the heartwarming (and only occasionally
murderous) absurdity of small-town beauty
pageants, to complete Kirsten’s seminal late
90s/early 00s oeuvre. As Amber Atkins - aspiring
broadcaster, part-time mortician, tap dance
enthusiast - Kirsten is the sweet, kind-hearted,
poverty-stricken heroine I needed.

Bring It On is possibly one of Kirsten Dunst’s better-known films, but it is only one in a
remarkable turn-of-the-century run that consistently celebrated the power of teenage
girldom. I keep threatening someday to write a book on her filmography, and as the length of
this article might attest, it’ll be a sprawling one. Every film fan needs a formative cinematic
hero growing up - I’m just glad I was the right age for Kirsten to (still) be mine.
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Sarah Elliott - @aaaacidwitch @Sweetacidwitch
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BECAUSE YOU WATCHED...BECAUSE YOU WATCHED...
The obvious picks here are of course the many,  sequels to Bring It On, which
falls somewhere in between the Marvel Cinematic Universe and the Land
Before Time in series longevity. Once you've got all of those watched, we have a
few more films for you that have spirit, yes they do,,.

But I’m A Cheerleader

Starring a young Natasha Lyonne of Orange is the New Black and Russian Doll
fame, this 99 romcom tells the story of Megan, a popular cheerleader whose so-
called friends and family send her to a conversion therapy camp to ‘cure’ her
from being a lesbian. Director Jamie Bobbitte upends the absurdity of
homophobia and strict gender roles through John Waters-style satire and
gleefully garish set design, and she sets up the bad taste of this sickeningly
straight world  to be conquered by love via a tender and heartfelt romance
between Lyonne and Clea DuVall. Capably supported by performances from
Cathy Moriarty, Melanie Lynskey and even RuPaul, this perfectly balanced
combo of camp classic and sweet sincerity is a must-watch.

Strike

As already cited by Grace Duffy, this 60s-set school comedy is in real need of
rediscovery, with a sharp script and a winning young cast. A tale of burgeoning
feminist solidarity and anti-rich-white-dude activity, with Kirsten Dunst in
the lead among a group of friends at an all-girls school who strike back when
their school is combined with the nearby all-boys school. An underseen film
that has snuck its way (at time of writing at least) onto Youtube…

Witty and endearing, watch and wonder how this wasn't wearing out your VHS
player in your youth.

Another issue will be coming in September... 
Be seeing you. Pretty Deadly Films. 
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Love & Basketball

Gabrielle Union herself is one member of noteworthy supporting cast
including Regina Hall, Alfre Woodard and Dennis Haysbert (and Tyra!), but this
film is all about the sensational chemistry between Omar Epps and Sanaa
Lathan, totally compelling in every moment together as childhood
sweethearts each with a passion to succeed in basketball. They’re a magnetic
pair, driven, strong-willed, and you’ll be sucked into their story desperate to
see which these two want more: to be legends in the game or to be together.
Director Gina Prince-Bythewood brought a similar quality in this film to this
film as she did to recent Charlize Theron action flick The Old Guard: atypically
observant and compelling inner lives for films of these genres and a strong
romantic heart.




